




























though its "line was seen in part and guessed in 
part/ Through trees"). 

Despite this, he catches the "tone" of decay, and, 
troubled, is prompted into high statement and con
descending action based upon his shallow motives. 

... Decay was the tone of old brick and shingle 
Green blinds dragging frightened the watchful 

heart 

To assert, "Your mansion, long and richly 
inhabited, 

Its exits and entrances suiting the children of men, 
Will not forever be thus, a man, exhibited, 
And one had best hurry to enter it if one can." 

And at last, with my happier angel's own temerity,
 
Did I clang their brazen knocker against the door,
 
To beg their dole of a look, in simple charity,
 
Or cmmbs of legend dropping from their great
 

store. 

But it came to nothing - and may so gross denial 
Which has been deplored with a beating of the 

breast 
N ever shorten the tired historian. loyal 
To acknowledge defeat and discover a new qllest-

The old mistress was ill. and sent my dismissal 
By one even more wrappered and lean and dark 
Than that wrapped concierge an£imperturbable 

vassal 
Who bids you begone from her master's Gothic 

park. 

Emphatically, the old house crumbled; the mins 
Would litter, as already the leaves, this petted 

sward; 
And no annalist went in to the lords or the peons; 
The antiquary would finger the bits of shard. 

But on retreating I saw myself in the token, 
How loving from my foreign weed the feather 

cu rled 
On the languid air; and I went with courage shahen 
To dip, alas, into some unseemlier world. 

The failure of his foray does not daunt him at first 
- there is time enough to compose, in the aside 
beginning with "and may so gross denial ... ," his 
code of weakness and uncommitment. (Ransom's 
irony, we see again, can mock fiercely without ever 
indulging in viciousness.) But our "historian's" at
titude has been revoked. The servant who dis
missed him here was leaner and darker than his 
foreign counterpart. In the light of his failure and 
rejection, the manor's crumbling shows "Emphat
ically," and his specious outlook is finally shat

teredo In retreat he sees the unity of all decline 
(How lOVing from my foreign weed the feather 
curled/ On the languid air) and his own identity 
with it. 

More explicitly than many of the others, this tale 
emphasizes the impossibility of escape from the 
circumstances that sustain and contain the human 
actor (and bleakly, too - we remember that "un
seemly" also means indecent). The man who be
gan by styling himself "an intruder" is brought to 
realize his full participation, his complicity, in the 
larger world which unmakes itself in rituals less 
pretty or picturesque. For the life of danger and of 
joy, then, some apprehension of the quality of mo
tive and the challenges in environment is a neces
sary prerequisite - but it is no guarantee that the 
joy can be had free of risk, or even had at all. 

Ransom dispenses no convenient anodyne
ideological, theological, or mystical. Rather, he 
turns his wit against that which, by appearing un
shakeable or sacrosanct, would palliate reality. 
"Her Eyes" is a comic poem indicting the "extrava
gant hue" of a woman's blue eyes: they are con
trasted with those of other mortals (Those I wear 
upon my head/ Are sometimes green and some
times red/ I said) and found intimidating and sus
piciously inhuman in their one-dimensionality: 

To a woman that I knew
 
Were eyes of an extravagant hue:
 
Viz., china blue.
 

Those I wear upon my head
 
Are sometimes green and sometimes red,
 
I said.
 

My mother's eyes are wet and blear,
 
My little sister's are not clear,
 
Poor silly dear.
 

It must be given to but few,
 
A pair of eyes so utter blue
 
And new;
 

Where does she heep them from this glare
 
Of the monstrous sun and the wind's flare
 
Without any wear;
 

And were they never in the night
 
Poisoned by artifzciallight
 
Much too bright;
 

And had the splendid beast no heart 
That boiled with tears and baked with smart 
The ocular part? 

I'll have no business with those eyes,
 
They are not kind, they are not wise,
 
They are two great lies.
 



A woman shooting such blue flame
 
I apprehend will get some blame
 
On her good name.
 

Indeed, by this time in the poem the "blame" has 
already fallen to her! In an allied poem, Ransom 
employs architectural vocabulary to deplore a 
"Painted Head" which Smiles from the air a cap
ital on no/ Column or a Platonic perhaps head/ 
On a canvas shy depending from nothing. The 

."Head" so painted, without "The increase of body," 
is "unlovely" and intimates death, "having vigor
ously traduced the flesh" in this example of "the 
extravagant device of art." 

... Beauty is of body. 
The flesh contouring shallowly on a head 
Is a roch-garden needing body's love 
And best bodiness to colorify 

The big blue biTCls sitting and sea-shell flats 
And caves, and on the iron acropolis 
To spread the hyacinthine hair and rear 
The olive garden for the nightingales. 

The same sentiment holds also for any reductive 
dogma which would gloss over the quick, intricate 
source it purports to clarify. Nowhere does the po
etry promise that our pleasures will increase if we 
should begin to peruse the world's dynamism and 
its dissension unsimplistically; it intimates instead 
that the hazards may well proliferate, especially if 
our sincerity be unsophisticated. In Ransom's 
country, as in life, are folly, pain and death which 
no amount of sentimental romanticism or short
sighted ethics can disperse. 

This metaphor for our survey-game-the "coun
try" of John Crowe Ransom's poetry - is borrowed 
from Randall Jarrell, who used it with the economy 
and grace which distinguished so much of his 
work. In this presentation we can only hope that it 
is disengaged sufficiently to permit the poetry itself 
to stand as its own testimonial. Then we can see 
first-hand the distinctive attention Ransom gives 
to language: how he revives and freshens those 
words gone into disuse; or how he begins at the root 
of a familiar word, forcing all the buried meanings 
out of it and setting them to playful combat with 
each other and with our preconceptions. 

The vision disappeared, and so it will be with 
the world itself, and ourselves. This is said with 
some pretty doubling between the vernacular 
and the Latinity; as if one had better deal with 
it now one way and again the other way, that is, 
playfully, gracefully, not too grimly and will
fully. 

These are Ransom's comments upon Prospero's 
speech which explains the vanishing of the masque 
characters in Act IV of The Tempest (the speech 
which ends. , , We are such stuff/As dreams are 
made on; and our little life/ Is rounded with a 
sleep). Without leWng slip our proportions, may 
we not say that 10hnCrowe Ransom has a smack 
of this himself? 

Assuredly it transpires as we read: that these 
poems, tales, dramas and tableaux are written to 
no formula and submit to no label - they deal 
with their world "now one way and again the other 
way." Simultaneously, these quaintly envisioned, 
recognizably human "stories" in their para-human 
conceits would have us know - as critics - that 
unmindfully we may drive danger, joy, and poetry 
out of our living by means of their modern re
placements, pragmatism and pedantry. In a lec
ture (lively and not the least pedantic) a few years 
ago on favorite authors, Karl Shapiro made us an 
appropriate paradox, saying, "Ransom is a poet as 
excellent as any in the English anthology. Hence 
he seems an anachronism to our time, when the 
perfect exists as imperfection," Lest we affirm his 
judgment but pass over the paradox, in our wise 
concurrence we shall turn up another poem to 
startle us into perception: 

Vision by Sweetwater 
Go and ash Robin to bring the girls over 
To Sweetwater, raid my Aunt; and that was why 
It was lihe a dream of ladies sweeping by 
The willows, clouds, deep meadowgrass, and the 

river. 

Robin's sisters and my Aunt's lily daughter 
Laughed and talhed, and tinhled light as wrens 
If there were a little colony all hens 
To go walhing by the steep turn of Sweetwater. 

Let them alone, dear Aunt, just for one minute 
Till I go fishing in the darh of n~y mind: 
Where have I seen before, against the wind, 
These bright virgins, robed and bare of bonnet, 

Flowing with music of their strange quich tongue 
And adventuring with delicate paces by the 

stream, 
Myself a child, old suddenly at the scream 
From one of the white throats which it hid among? 

"Elegy for Jane," © 1950 by Theodore Roethke, from The 
Collected Poems of Theodore Roethke. Reprinted by per
mission of Doubleday & Co., Inc. 
Poems by John Crowe Ransom © by Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. 
All rights reserved under International and Pan-American 
Copyright Conventions. Poems and Essays, New York: 
(Vintage Books, Random House and Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.), 
1955, 2nd printing, May, 1962. Permission granted by the 
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John Crowe Ransom: Master
 

Walter W. Waring Applied to literature, baroque describes works of 
complex forms, striking tensions, and ambiguous 
or paradoxical imagery; but the function of these 
characteristics is a deeper matter. The appearance 
of verbal ambiguity and paradox, which give rise 
to the tensions in modern poetry, calls attention-to 
the fact that the conventions and the values iden
tified by the poet's diction no longer represent an 
acceptable view of reality, bu t that they propose in
stead opposing communities of belief or experi
ence. In addition to meeting these descriptive qual
ifications, the poetry of John Crowe Ransom is ba
roque in the degree to which the poet is able to use 
these tensions to create a new basis for community 
in his poetry by refocusing the tensions that seem 
to make up a large part of human experience to
day. The artistic unity thus achieved by the ba
roque artist transcends both the conventional and 
that which opposes it without destroying either. 
Ambiguities, paradoxes, or ironies tend to resolve 
in a view of man that is neither parochial nor ro
mantic. As do other baroque masters, Mr. Ransom 
seeks always to re-establish community on the 
broadest possible contemporary basis, not to point 
out its schisms. 

Recognizing the fact that man lives in a time 
when words evoke archaic or obsolescent commun
ities yet fail to establish a, weltanschauung that 
unifies human experience any longer, Mr. Ransom 
rejects solipsism or irony to attempt a much'more 
difficult objective. In general, the diction of his po
etry evokes two or more contexts or communities 
which arc unrelated or eveli antagonistic to one 
another. Within the course' of the poem, the op
posed contexts or communiti'es are related to the 
mortal situation in such a way that their apparent 
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ambiguity, paradox, or irony fades into the new 
unity forged by the poem. The reader of Ransom's 
poetry thus finds conflicting ideologies, customs, 
or events subordinated to a more inclusive human
ity which becomes the aesthetic community of the

"	 poem. Ransom's poems do not .multiply ambigu
ities or enforce isolations, but rather establish a 
community in which all men share mortality. 

Of course, Mr. Ransom's poetry is by no means 
as simple as this description of his general proce
dure seems to suggest. A wide range of particular
ities exists within the compass of his general meth
od. The communities of things and ideas expressed 
in his poems appear at first glance to be expres
sions of the ambiguous, the paradoxical, or the 
ironic; but in fact Mr. Ransom resolves the incon
gruities more often than not in a deeper synthesis. 
The degree to which the contexts represented in 
the poems appear to be incongruent establishes the 

~	 degree of tension available to the poem and identi
fies the particular spectrum of emotional tone 
available for resolution in the poem. The tensions 
employed by the baroque artist can express every 
isolating emotional stance known to man, but 
these emotions are resolved in human sensibilities 
that are broader and more inclusive than anything 
suggested by the tensions themselves. This is not 
to say that Mr. Ransom is mystic in the way of 
Yeats, moralistic in the way of Eliot, or intellectual 
in the way of Stevens. The hard center of his po
ems, the resolution of the conflict of the context 
contained in them, is neither wise instruction, a 
pithy moral, nor any mystic or philosophical ver
balization offered in explanation of the events of 
life. Mr. Ransom's poetry rejects all canards to ap
proximate aesthetically the realities of human ex

istence. 
i His method of accomplishing a community of 

man instead of attempting a community of ideals, 
ideas, or conventions simply reverses the practice 
of many modern poets. Instead of assuming that 
shattered ideologies destroy human community, 
Ransom seems to assume that they amplify it. In 
"Here Lies a Lady," he presents the death of a lady 
of "beauty and high degree" loved and honored by 
all who know her. The victim of fever and chills, 
she dies in spite of the attention of doctors and the 
love of her family:Her death is characterized by no 
distinguishing agonies or premonitions. Dying af
ter six rounds of fever and chills, she is honored by 
those who 'mourn her passing. The human condi
tion of the lady, her loveliness and her mortality, 
is fully accepted. She is distinguished from man
kind neither in the mode of her dying nor by any 
disaffection in those who love her. "But was she 
not lucky?" writes the poet. "No," we answer if we 
allow one of the conventions held in tension in the 
poem to distract us from what the poem says, but 
we answer "Yes," if we look steadfastly at the facts 
before us. No cruel questions are posed by the po
em. Friends and family accept her death without 
self-torment or bitterness, gratified, perhaps, that 
her rounds of fever and chill were no more than 
six. 

The appreciation of baroque art requires that 
the conventions present in the work are transcend
ed by the facts of it. That the doctors fail to cure 
the lady of fevers and chills implies no inadequacy 
on their part, even though their cures fail. That 'the 
lady leaves behind her a motherless child, an ador
ing aunt, and a loving husband proposes a paradox 
of human loss; but the central fact of mortality 
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transcends these issues. Isolating perceptions of 
irony or paradox, or equally isolating emotions of 
pity for the lady or those who mourn her, are re
solved in the larger acceptance of her fate. The 
poem rejects any tendency to renounce death as 
pathetic, paradoxical, or hostile to man or to hu
man events. 

Much the same strategy is found in "Bells for 
John Whitside's Daughter." Here the potentials for 
paradox and irony are much greater if the poem is 
read in the context of romantic self-pity or Victor
ian moral philosophy because the dead mortal is a 
child characterized by gracefulness and love of 
life. Again, however, Mr. Ransom uses convention
al views of death simply as tensions to be resolved 
in larger issues. Those who mourn the child's death 
neither damn the universe for its cruelty in end
ing an attractive human life nor pity themselves 
for their loss. They are, indeed, vexed by the vast 
difference that lies between the child liVing and the 
child dead, but they accept her death and continue 
life without her. Whatever the expectations of con
vention, the participants in this event are not iso
lated by an event which each must sbmetime face. 
They miss the child's liveliness much as the geese 
miss her harassments, but the unexpected differ
ence between life and death does not plunge them 
into new distractions. 

"Piazza Piece," a third poem about death, moves 
the point of view from that of an observer to that 
of participants. Death appears as a gentleman call
er before a young lady who sits on a piazza behind 
a trellis of roses waiting for her true love. He tells 
her that he must have her soon and tries to make 
her understand his necessity. But the young lady 
sees him only as a grey man whose words are faint 
and dry, and she warns him off. The tension of the 
poem lies between the certainty of death and the 
romantic hopes of the lady. In this poem, the irony 
is not resolved; instead, it remains the poem's af
fective level. Appearing before the young lady as 
an old gentleman, death is rejected by her as an 
unacceptable suitor. Unlike the characters in 
"Here Lies a Lady" or "Bells for John Whitefield's 
Daughter," who reject romantic or philosophical 
incongruities of life for the acceptance of mortal
ity, the young lady in "Piazza Piece" cannot accept 
what life holds for all mortals. She rejects the com
munity of man by her demand for preferential 
treatment. Thus, the irony of the poem is found in 
her inability to accept death as the only lover who 
will ever approach her. The isolation of the young 
lady is heightened by her lonely self-consciousness. 
She cannot accept the mortal community, but lives 
instead in the isolation of romantic expectation. 

Tensions in each of these poems are supplied by 
diction that refers to the fading communities of 
conflicting conventions. Edgar Allan Poe once 
wrote that the best subject for a poem is a beauti
ful woman dead, but Poe was thinking in the con
text of a romanticism that made the most of muta
bility and the defeat of human expectations. His 
views result in the isolation of the pathetic or gro
tesque. In contrast, Mr. Ransom's poems are ba
roque because he neither romanticizes change or 
the defeat of human wishes nor philosophizes on 
them; instead, he makes use of those conventions 
to create a brighter reality. Dying in beauty and in 
the loving ministrations of family and doctors, the 
beautiful lady of "Here Lies a Lady" discloses the 
convention of the beautiful lady dead; but it also 
discloses the community of the adoring family that 
may be isolated by her death if they do not accept 
it as a fact of mortality. An ironic reading in the 
conventions of romantic self-seeking or Victorian 
moralizing is blocked by the failure of those who 
love the lady to respond to the paradoxes and iro
nies of death that are part of the convltntions of the 
nineteenth century. As do all baroque artists, Ran
som makes use of obsolescent conventions; but he 
uses them to emphasize a reality more appropriate 
to his day. 

The verbal tensions in "Bells for John White
side's Daughter" work in much the same way. The 
diction of the poem associates the little girl with 
the communities of life, nature, and death. But, as 
in "Here Lies a Lady," her death does not plunge 
her friends and family into conventional ironies, 
philosophical searchings, or romantic paradoxes. 
They are ready to continue their activities in life, 
even though "sternly vexed" by the change death 
has wrought in the lively child. In sharp contrast, 
"Piazza Piece" points out the irony of human wishc 
es. The young lady in this poem, waiting for her 
own true love to come and carry her away, is un
able to recognize him in the old grey man who ap
proaches her. Unprepared for life, she is also un
prepared for death. In contrast to Emily Dickinson, 
who also depicts death as a gentleman caller, Mr. 
Ransom views the dramatic meeting neither ro
mantically nor philosophically. In "Piazza Piece," 
the irony focuses heavily upon the young lady who. 
foolishly believes that her romantic dreams will be 
fulfilled. The baroque quality of the poem exists 
both in the powerful tension between the expecta
tion of the young lady and that of death and the 
irony with which the conventional attitude is 
~a~d. . 

Admittedly, these three poems are not among 
the most complex writen by Mr. Ransom, even 
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though they do illustrate his baroque style. Baroque 
complexity is achieved in "The Equilibrist." The 
contexts identified by the diction of this poem are 
the conventional ones of love and honor, and the 
lovers themselves are baroque masters of their 
awareness of the conflict that they see existing be
tween the conventional values. Driven by conflict
ing values, the lovers "Dreadfully had forsworn 
each other" .. and yet / They were bound each to 
each, and they did not forget." In addition to the 
powerful tension he finds between honor and love, 
the poet sees an unusual beauty in the equilibrium 
that the lovers find between their tensions. In re
jecting both sexless heaven and passionate hell, 
the lovers become a memorial to a human integrity 
that is more beautiful than either love or honor. 
"Their flames were not more radiant than their 
ice" describes the knife-edged focus of the tensions 
that reveal the beauty of a mortal sanctity. "Let 
them lie perilous and beautiful" concludes the poet 
as he discovers a beauty created entirely from hu
man sensitivities. 

Discovering powerful tensions in conventional 
values, the poem seems destined,. at first. to be
come a statement of irresolvable paradox, but Mr. 
Ransom looks beyond convention to a beauty that 
transcends monolithic virtue. Qualified neither for 
heaven nor for hell, the lovers create for them
selves a sophisticated paradise, where fulfillment 
is achieved by sacrificing neither honor nor desire 
to achieve either. As close, though untouching, in 
death as in life, the couple are saints in an order 
of human existence that bridges the paradoxes of 
conventional perspectives. In diction, structure. 
and tone, "The Equilibrists" is a masterpiece of 
baroque art. 

One of the best examples of Mr. Ransom's ba
roque style is "Captain Carpenter." In this poem 
both the conventions of the picaresque narrative 
and the moral allegory are suggested, but neither 
is accepted. Captain Carpenter, who has the ad
ventures though not the success of the picaresque 
hero, comes off second best in each of his encoun
ters. Lacking the success of the picaresque hero 
disqualifies him as a representative of that conven
tion and seems to qualify him as an allegorical 
hero, an everyman moving towards death and 
judgment; but the fact that his adventures are in
structive neither to him nor to the observer dis
qualifies him as the figure of conventional allegory. 
If his defeats and losses make no difference to him, 
why should they be significant to the reader? 
Should he side with the speaker who curses those 
who destroyed the captain? The nature and the 
identity of the Captain's opponents are not well 
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enough established to bec'ome the objects of the .~ 
i(~ii 
.Jc~reader's indignation. Furthermore, the facts of the 

poem seem to prove that the Captain operates in a IWi~moral context that has no criteria. ,1\\1 
Unable to read the poem as either a moral ora '1}1~ 

1.1,\,1';romantic action, the reader is left to contend with I ~,
 

the tensions of the poem. Apparently the Captain
 
lives the only way he can. He maintains his course
 
in life in spite of his losses and his handicaps. Mr.
 ,;'··Ransom is once morc pointing out the real, though ,. 
exaggerated, universe of mortal behavior. Man is ~:.}.f. 
defined only by actions that reveal his mortality 1~·ll.Cl 
to its fullest degree. The commentary of the ob ,~~

~;i, server makes just this point. "I thought him Sirs 
an honest gentleman / Citizen husband soldier and 
scholar enow / Let jangling kites eat of him if they 
can." Neither his curses nor his tendency to mor
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alize disturbs the kites anticipating their forth
coming feast on the Captain's disfigured body. The 
hard center of the poem is safely beyond the dreams 
and nightmares of the Captain's misadventures 
and the commentary of the observer. Thus, the 
ironies of the poem are peripheral to the hard facts 
at its center. The facts, themselves, betray no iso
lating self-pity, no warped "over-reaching," and 
no pious condemnation of the universe. The com
munity discovered in the details of this unusual 
narrative is the mortal community in which the 
actor seeks out the events that establish his broth
erhood with all men.·-

Mr. Ransom stands almost alone as a contem
porary master of the baroque style. Rejecting the 
solipsism or the nihilism adopted by many of his 
generation, he uses the convention of waning tra
ditions to create a difficult art from communities in 
tension. Beyond the paradox of conflicting con
texts, he finds the beauty of human events in lives 
that accept mortality. The fact that Mr. Ransom 
chose to establish an inclusive community during 
a period that is characterized by increasing fac
tionalism in all areas is, perhaps, as significant as 
the fact that he accomplished his objective with ."~' 

distinction. Many of his contemporaries set as the 
objective of their work the portrayal of a culture in 
conflict. In fact, the number of poems published 
during the decades following the outbreak of World 
War I that are devoted to ambiguous, paradoxical, 
or ironic views of life far outweighs those that rease 

sert a community available to all mankind. John 
Crowe Ransom and others who chose to find a con
tinuing basis for human community were natur
ally led to baroque expression; for in times of rapid 
changes in cultural and social values, the baroque 
art is alone in preserving the permanent values of 
the human situation. 
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Bread Loaf in the summer of 1939 was populated 
largely by school teachers, most of them middle
aged ladies patiently gather'ing credits toward a 
Middlebury MA. But there was a small group of 
younger people - Richard Eberhart was there that 
summer, if I remember - hired to wait on tables 
or roll the tennis courts. \Vedidn't actually get 
paid. \Ve had been awarded scholarships, and our 
compensation lay in being able to attend the 
courses taught by \Villard Thorp and John Crowe 
Ransom, to play baseball with them and Robert 
Frost in Frost's back yard, and to spend the eve
nings talking at Ransom's house. Some have be
come poets since, and almost all of us are teach
ers. \Ve are verv different teachers than we would 
have been if we had not come to know John that 
summer. He touched us and changed us. 

Not that there was anything dramatic about it. 
W'e hardly knew what was happening, or not at 
first. John taught a course in Seventeenth Century 
Lyric at ten o'clock, and we came to it direct from 
Shakespeare taught by Donald Stauffer, who truly 
was dramatic and whose every lecture was a bril
liant tour de force. Every morning the change was 
almost physically palpable. Ransom stood easily 
before the class - I always see him now in grey 
flannels and a blue jacket, though he must have 
worn other things at times - and taught extem
poraneously in a quiet voice that just managed to 
compete with the sound of lawnmowers outside 
the open windows. \Vhen he read a poem, there 
was no rhetoric in his voice nor anything that 
could have savored of what the schoolteachers 

once called interpretative reading. He had too 
much love for a good poem not to let it stand on 
its own, and too much regard for his students to 
come between us and the poet. He simply read 
with a quiet dignity, and beneath his restraint we 
could feel his affection for the thing. 

It made a strangely meaningful triangle - a 
poem by Vaughan or Marvell, perhaps, the stu
dents, and John. He never taught us "about" a po
em or expected us to see it through him. What 
counted was the poem and us, and he assumed that 
we would work dQwn that leg of the triangle with
out his intruding between us. Meantime, if wI" 
chose, we were welcome to watch him encounter
ing the verse, not as magister but simply as anoth
er human reader, and not in order that we should 
imitate his responses but, one level beyond that, 
in order that we should work with them and 
against them. Our own responses to the poem and 
our responses to his encounter with it hung in a 
tension that gave Vaughan or Marvell a meaning 
far beyond the powers of any didactic teaching to 
convey. Yet it was all very easily, very graciously 
done. He so much respected the poem and so much 
respected us that he taught it, as he had read it, 
practically anonymously. In spite of the gentle
manly grace with which he did it, I have since 
learned how much restraint that takes. 

I don't think any of us fully understood what 
was happening in John's classes until he taught 
Lycidas. It was then that I, at least, began to see 
what he was doing, and it was then that I realized 
how much poetry and teaching are the same. He 
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began speaking of the need of restraint if the poet 
is to avoid coming between the re.ader and the po
em, of the necessity of Milton's retiring behind the 
pastoral convention if Lycidas was to be about the 
death of Henry King instead of about John Milton 
himself. And then, as he worked with the poem, 
we began to see how Milton's own urgency forces 
him to violate the established conventions, how he 
almost intrudes and manages to be present with
out quite doing so, so that there is a tension be
tween our responses to the death of King and what 
we feel for and toward the poet. I can remember 
realizing that summer morning - somehow the 
moments of revelation always remain sharp and 
clear - that Lycidas would have been nothing but 
so much pastoral furniture if Milton had not come 
in or nothing but sheer sentiment if he had intrud
ed too much, and that the whole thing hung on his 
remaining practically, not quite, anonymous. And 
I remember understanding, quite suddenly, that 
this was what John was doing when he taught. 

Many of John's poems work the same way, for 
he is all of a piece and his verse is a metaphor of 
his teaching. There will be something very simple, 
careless girls in blue on the green lawns of their 
school, two lovers who have chosen neither to part 
nor to take the way of dishonor, or a dead boy, the 
last of a proud Virginian line. Then there will be 
an "I," never intruding, never didactic, but re
sponding to the thing much as John himself would 
respond to a poem he was teaching in class. Once 
again, as readers or students - there is so little 
difference - we also respond, and not just to the 
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girls or the lovers or the boy, but to the "I" at the 
same time. And again there is the tension and 
something is understood better because there is 
someone else there, experiencing it too, to cast a 
different light on it or see it from another side and 
so provide the paradox and ambiguity which is 
depth. 

When I said earli €r that we none of us teach as 
we would have if we had not been taught by John, 
it was this restraint I was talking about, this will
ingness to be, apparently, just another reader 
among those he taught. We do not emulate him 
very well, but we have all learned some of his re
spect for the poem and the student. We none of us 
succeed in remaining so nicely anonymous, but in 
our clumsier ways we try to stay out from between 
a poem and our students and to give them as much 
of ourselves as they need to work with and against. 
Willard Thorp gives eloquent testimony elsewhere 
in this issue to how effectively John goes on teach
ing stUdents, through his poetry, though they be in 
other men's classes, and Jim Donaldson's fine piece 
stands as evidence. Through his poems, and 
through those of us he taught, John Crowe Ran
som will go on teaching for a long time. He will not 
have the students before him, and though he will 
be present they will not see him there, but that is 
as it should be for one who has always preferred to 
remain practically anonymous. 

Laurence N. Barrett 
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Old man, 1'd stack up Latin verbs like cord 
Wood in my head if from that hoard might spring 
The club that reaved of all his running 
Red-hearted Captain Carpenter. Words! 
Words! Janet's dainty morning, curled and feathered 
Transmogrified in an instant, in a word, stung 
To a comedy of venom and a purpling 
Comb; then, once more translated, as the words 
Move, to a new walking and a new sleep. 
Judith, whose beauty shivered the barbarous tent 
And fevered the dreams of her craven townsmen, went 
N either in blue nor gray but in the raiment 
Of words, smooth-muscled as her rich flesh and deep 
In terror as the bearded spoil she keeps. 

Conrad Hilberry 
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